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A not-so-bumpy
road to Puppet 4
at CERN
nacho.barrientos@cern.ch
CERN IT Department
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On the French-Swiss border
22 member states
Collaborators from all around the world
What do we do?
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4Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
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6Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)



https://home.cern
https://visit.cern
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34k active nodes in PuppetDB

Base catalog contains 1.2k resources

350 catalogs compiled per minute

191 changes* per day

350 puppeteers
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CONFIG TEAM
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CONFIG TEAM



16                                  SERVICE MANAGERS

CONFIG TEAM



                                                                                  CONFIG TEAM

                                                                       SERVICE MANAGERS

shared modules

base modules

individual modules

hostgroups

Formalised
QA

process
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risk
and

impact

Only one service

100% nodes



Changes to QA are announced publicly
Typical QA duration: 1 week

All service managers can stop them
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https://github.com/cernops/jens
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Our trip from Puppet 3 to Puppet 4
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Parallel server infrastructure
CI framework
Base configuration dual compatibility
Planning and communication

The preps...
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3
2

1 Volunteer runs against Puppet 4 servers
CI preaching
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When the ground started to shake
Castings that became errors

Changed boolean interpretation (‘’)

Variable scope and nested classes

Hiera variable names (dots)
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Volunteer runs against Puppet 4 servers

CI preaching
Bugging people!
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Agents (still Puppet 3) pointed to Puppet 4
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(in the meantime)
Preparing the agent upgrade...
    

puppet-3.8.7cern5

puppet-3.8.7cern6

puppet-agent-0.0.0

puppet-agent-1.8.2.10

1 2 3
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(in the meantime)
Preparing the agent upgrade...
 Custom facts (Facter 2.x → Facter 3.x)
    

   

 
 Dual configuration ([/etc/puppet, /etc/mcollective] ↔ /etc/puppetlabs/*)
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Agent upgrade to Puppet 4

3
2

1
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QA 24H PRODUCTION ROLL-OUT
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3.5 months
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And that 5%?
    
      broken catalog, Puppet disabled, broken software updates…

please rebuild/reinstall
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Unable! 
    
   unpin software repositories,
   fix dependency problems,
   copy puppet.conf and run Puppet…
                                                                        ...usually helped
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 What did go wrong?
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What could we have done better?
 Earlier CI

 
 Catalog diffs (octocatalog-diff?)



Ongoing activities
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40
                                  SERVICE MANAGERS
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Multi-tenancy 
  
  Packing problem
  Auto-scaling
  Auto-creation
  Low maintenance
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www.cern.ch

https://cern.ch/nacho/puppetconf2017 43



Backup slides
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but … what about development?
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myapp/frontend/sso
top-level subhostgroup

subhostgroup

hostgroup

A node belongs to a hostgroup
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backup/server/tape/lib0
punch/fore/balance/external

cloud_compute/level2/kvm/gva_project_002
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myapp

it-puppet-hostgroup-myapp
  code
    manifests
      init.pp
      frontend.pp
      frontend
        sso.pp
  data
    hostgroup
      myapp.yaml
      myapp
        frontend.yaml
        frontend
          sso.yaml
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myapp/frontend

it-puppet-hostgroup-myapp
  code
    manifests
      init.pp
      frontend.pp
      frontend
        sso.pp
  data
    hostgroup
      myapp.yaml
      myapp
        frontend.yaml
        frontend
          sso.yaml
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myapp/frontend/sso

it-puppet-hostgroup-myapp
  code
    manifests
      init.pp
      frontend.pp
      frontend
        sso.pp
  data
    hostgroup
      myapp.yaml
      myapp
        frontend.yaml
        frontend
          sso.yaml
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it-puppet-hostgroup-myapp
  code
    manifests
      init.pp
      frontend.pp
      frontend
        sso.pp
  data
    hostgroup
      myapp.yaml
      myapp
        frontend.yaml
        frontend
          sso.yaml
    

it-puppet-module-apache
  files
  lib  
  manifests
    init.pp
    vhost.pp
     …
  templates

   
    

class hg_myapp::frontend {
…
  class {‘apache’:
    server_signature => ‘off’
    …
  }
  apache::vhost {
    …
  }
  …
}
  

frontend.pp
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it-puppet-hostgroup-myapp
  code
    manifests
      init.pp
      frontend.pp
      frontend
        sso.pp
  data
    hostgroup
      myapp.yaml
      myapp
        frontend.yaml
        frontend
          sso.yaml
    fqdns
      appc003.cern.ch.yaml
    

shibboleth::session_storage: 'memcache'
shibboleth::memcached_servers:
  - foomc01.cern.ch
  - foomc02.cern.ch
shibboleth::memcached_prefix: "MY_PREFIX:"
shibboleth::remote_user: 'ADFS_LOGIN'
shibboleth::application_name: foo_application
shibboleth::site_name: foo.bar.cern.ch

class hg_myapp::frontend::sso {
…
  include shibboleth
…
}
  

sso.yaml

sso.pp
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393 modules (upstream and homegrown)

206 top-level hostgroups (services)
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shared modules

base modules

individual modules
risk
and

impact

hostgroups
(cloud_common)

(apache)

(eos)

(stdlib)

Only one service

100% nodes
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Or just log in and out!
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USERS 59


